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The purpose of a brand style guide is to 
provide consistency across all marketing 
materials and platforms. By following the terms 
outlined in this guide, FairLeaf will continue 
their development and strengthen their brand 
equity with a stable brand image that is both 
beautiful and impactful. 

Creativity is not meant to be limited with this 
guide but by complying with this document it 
is ensured that everything associated with the 
brand will generate the desired results and 
meet long-term and short-term goals. 

This brand style guide is a living document that 
will evolve as the brand does. Changes should 
be carefully considered before being made and 
need to be reflected in this document. 
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In developing an identity for the 
brand, an authentic and personal 
image that tells a story with just 
one glance was created. A custom 
typeface to showcase the FairLeaf 
name was made and natural colors 
were used to capture the organic 
and friendly nature of the brand. The 
connection between the letters “e” 
and “a” is unique and subtly captures 
the cyclical nature of the FairLeaf 
business process. Above the letter 
“i”, a traditional moringa leaf is shown 
as it would appear in nature. This 
identity constructs a solid platform 
for growth and will be resilient as the 
brand evolves.
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Variations
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Proper Spacing and File Formats

Height - 0.75 inches 

File Formats - EPS (highest quality, easily 
scalable), JPG (small file size, enlarging will 
result in poor quality)

Height - 90 pixels

File Formats - PNG (transparent background, 
small file size)

In any application of the logo, the amount of space that should be given to the logo is equal to 
the width of the letter “f”. This will provide enough clear space around the logo and should not 
be violated by any other design elements. 

Print: Web:
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Logo Do’s and Don’ts

Use this page as an example of things not to 
do with the FairLeaf identity (and encourage 
others not to do, as well). This by no means 
is a comprehensive list of things to avoid, but 
this simplifies the most often reproduced 
visual inconsistencies. By staying clear of 
these examples, the brand image will remain 
strong and impactful.

• DO follow the size and image 
requirements listed above 

• DO use the colored version on the logo 
whenever appropriate; charcoal and white 
version can be used as needed

• DON’T crop the full version of the logo
• DON’T rotate the logo
• DON’T apply any image styles to the logo, 

it should remain flat 
• DON’T place the full color logo on a busy 

or detailed background image

No Drop Shadow

No Reflection

No Gradient

No Rotation

No Stroke

No Color Changes
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Colors

GREEN

HEX    a4b74f
RGB    164  183  79
CMYK    40  14  87  0
PANTONE    377 C

TAN

HEX    b49a7e
RGB    180  154  126
CMYK    30  37  52  2
PANTONE    4735 C

MAROON

HEX    772230
RGB    119  34  48
CMYK    33  93  71  39
PANTONE    188 C

Natural colors were used to capture the organic and friendly nature of the brand. The 3 
main brand colors — maroon, green and tan — should be used consistently for brand 
recognition by using the color information below.

RGB: WEB     CMYK: PRINT
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WHITE

CHARCOAL

WHITE

CHARCOAL

WHITE

GREEN

WHITE

TAN

The following examples 
demonstrate how to combine 
background and text colors from 
the FairLeaf color palette for 
maximum impact and legibility on 
original content. You may notice 
that the palette is limited when it 
comes when using maroon, green 
and tan as background colors. 
This prevents visual conflicts and 
complements the intensity of 
the hues. Sample designs in this 
document will demonstrate this 
principle.

Note: White text on green background & 

tan text on charcoal background should 

be used sparingly and not for large blocks 

of text.
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Colors

CHARCOAL

HEX    333333
RGB    51  51  51
CMYK    69  63  62  58
PANTONE    Black 7 C

Secondary Palette

WHITE

HEX    ffffff
RGB    255  255  255
CMYK    0  0  0  0
PANTONE    N/A

DARK MAROON

HEX    562230
RGB    86  34  48
CMYK    45  85  59  54
PANTONE    504 C

DARK GREEN

HEX    6e8136
RGB    110  129  23
CMYK    59  32  100  14
PANTONE    378 C

TEAL

HEX    00959f
RGB    0  178  169
CMYK    81  0  39  0
PANTONE    326 C

GOLD

HEX    d9a300
RGB    234  170  0
CMYK    0  27  100  8
PANTONE    124 C

DARK TAN

HEX    8a7258
RGB    138  114  88
CMYK    42  49  67  16
PANTONE    4725 C

• Charcoal and white are to be used primarily for text and backgrounds.

• Teal and gold allow for alternative choices to personalize specific 
products, such as peppermint tea (mint) and seasoning (gold).

• The darker shades of the primary palette allow for slight contrasts 
between different elements of packaging materials.
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Klinic Slab
USAGE: HEADLINES

A slab-serif font that is simple, modern and does not compete for attention 
with the logo’s custom typeface. Though it is very versatile and available in 4 
different weights, Klinic Slab Book will be the only one used. On rare occasion 
should this font appear larger than the logo. Charcoal or white colors should 
be used primarily with Klinic Slab. 

MONTSERRAT
USAGE: SECONDARY HEADLINES 
OR PULL QUOTES

Open Sans
USAGE: BODY COPY

A clean sans-serif font that is bold enough to stand out, without actually 
making it bold. Montserrat should be used in all CAPS for maximum impact 
and only a regular weight should be used. As for color, Montserrat is 
the most flexible of the 3 type choices - all colors in the palette will bring 
personality to this font. 

Optimized for print, web and mobile, Open Sans is a typeface that has 
excellent legibility that is perfect for large bodies of text. Open Sans light 
creates the perfect balance between other typography (or images) and 
should be the only weight utilized. The font should not be bold, instead use 
italics for emphasis. The charcoal color from the palette should be the only 
color used.

Combining typography can be tricky, so a good rule of thumb is to only use the fonts needed. Just because a 
collection has been provided does not mean that they all need to be included at the same time. Less is better 
and often easier to work with. However, the typefaces do not conflict with each other (or the logo) and can all be 
combined on those rare occasions that it is necessary. 
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Photography begins a conversation that 
can be completed (or amplified) with 
words. Images will play a key role in telling 
the FairLeaf story and allow the audience 
to feel a connection with the brand. When 
supplemented with words, images can 
come to life and make the message simple 
and clear. Photos will be the first thing 
that captures a viewers attention, before 
they read the text, so choose (and design) 
accordingly. 

The focus should be literally and 
thematically on people and the human 
element. Faces are engaging, even 
when people are not in the immediate 
foreground. Showing humans interacting 
with the product, the moringa plant or 
each other will create the welcoming 
atmosphere we are hoping to create. 
Landscape photography can also be 
utilized to showcase the natural beauty of 
Nicaragua and it’s communities.



Photography
Professional photography should be arranged and utilized if at all possible, especially for product 
shots. It is important to avoid any filters or effects that make the image appear unnatural (examples 
include sepia tone, black and white, vignette, etc.) and make the audience question the plausibility 
of the documented situation. Lighting should be natural, adding to the human element. Unstaged 
and clear images are also ideal.
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Images that will help identify FairLeaf, however blatant they are, will inform the viewer that they are 
not looking at stock imagery (which should always be avoided) or an anonymous location. Never, 
ever, upscale an image on screen and never stretch a photo to fit a given area. 
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Voice & Tone
The following talking points are important details that help tell the FairLeaf story. When 
generating content, use these as points to branch off from and elaborate upon. This will 
generate new and creative verbage, all while staying true to the root of the brand. 

1. FairLeaf is a not-for-profit organization - 
donating 100% of their profits to their work in 
Nicaragua. 

2. FairLeaf’s owners are well-versed in the benefits 
of moringa and have experienced first-hand the 
way it has impacted Nicaraguan society.

3. FairLeaf promotes reforestation in Nicaragua by 
planting trees - not only moringa - in areas that 
could benefit from community agriculture. 

4. By teaching the benefits of growing and 
consuming moringa, FairLeaf offers a 
sustainable solution to combating malnutrition. 

5. Cultivated on a Nicaraguan farm, the moringa 
production provides jobs with better than fair-
trade wages and good working environments 
to locals, as well as offers an opportunity for 
economic growth.

6. All of FairLeaf’s moringa is grown organically in 
the volcanic soil of Nicaragua, adding vitamins 
and minerals to the already nutrient-rich plant.

7. Moringa has many nutritional benefits that US 
consumers and Nicaraguans alike can benefit 
from. 

8. FairLeaf’s products are not only delicious, but 
offer an educational and feel-good component 
to those who are unfamiliar with the moringa 
plant.
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Voice & Tone
All of the writing done for FairLeaf should be concise, confident and personal. Sticking to a 
first-person perspective will engage the reader and create the ideal connection to the brand. 
The tone should be energetic and knowledgeable, allowing the content to read the same as 
one might speak it. 

Do’s and Don’ts
• DO use the adjectives to add excitement 

to marketing copy (see words above)
• DO use the plural first person (“we”, “us”, 

“our”) and refer to the reader in second 
person (you, your) to continue to build 
that connection

• DO mention FairLeaf when beginning, 
then start to use first person pronouns

• DO NOT sugar-coat or over-sell. Be simple, 
honest and to the point with all copy. 

Adjectives
FairLeaf is….
• not-for-profit, sustainable, fair-trade, 

nutritious, organic, ethical, healthy, 
environmentally-friendly, helpful, 
engaging, active, personal, giving, 
connected, “green”, forward thinking, an 
educator, passionate

FairLeaf is not….
• greedy, undeserving, just another not-

for-profit, inactive, unengaged, rigid, 
distant, exclusive, heartless, unhealthy, 
useless, unexcited 



Voice & Tone

WRITING EXAMPLE

Original: FairLeaf is a startup nonprofit organization dedicated to moringa cultivation in rural 
Nicaragua. Founded by former Peace Corps volunteers, we employ community outreach 
programs such as environmental education, family and school gardens, and agricultural 
technical assistance.

Edited: FairLeaf is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to promoting moringa as a tool 
to improve nutrition and reforestation in Nicaragua. The moringa plant, otherwise known 
as “The Miracle Tree”, is key in helping us achieve our goals. After having had hands-
on experience in Nicaragua (growing moringa, educating locals and incorporating it 
into everyday meals) we are extremely passionate about the cause and hope to spread 
awareness about it worldwide using our tea and seasoning products!
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Voice & Tone
GENERAL WEB CONTENT
Concise and effective writing cannot be stressed enough for all web and social media outlets. Just like any 
other marketing content, the tone should be energetic, knowledgeable and provide information that is 
straight to the point. Most web content is scanned or glanced at, not read. So when trying to convey as 
much information as we can, it will be necessary to do it succinctly.

SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
Though sharing the same content across all platforms (ie: linking tweets to facebook and vice versa) is 
simple, taking the extra effort and rewording a post is more ideal. Each social media platform has different 
characteristics that are important to pay attention to (like character count, image optimization, or audience 
reach). When posts are customized to each platform, they automatically become more engaging for users 
and less redundant. 
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For Web & Social Media Content

Do’s and Don’ts
• DO NOT sugar-coat or over-sell. Be simple, 

honest and to the point with all copy. 
• DO follow general Voice & Tone Do’s & Don’ts 

above
• DO use short paragraphs (4-5 sentences) and 

sentences (5-12 words)
• DO unlink social media accounts, and write 

unique content for each platform

• DO be aware of social media platform image 
sizes

  Specifications by site:
  Facebook: on.fb.me/1iGK68U
  Twitter: bit.ly/1jewPpB

Other spec guides for alternative social media platforms 
can be found online
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Further Questions
Are you creating something? Questions to ask yourself:

• Did you check the color values and font guidelines?

• Does the logo stand out against the background? Does it have breathing room?

• Does the logo clash with the colors nearby? Use an alternative form of the logo. 

• Have you considered the constraints of the media you’re communicating through? 

• Can you take any elements out and still communicate effectively? 

• Is your copy clear and concise? Simplify if necessary.

• Has someone else looked it over?
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